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By K. Scot Agnew

Mongoose Publishing, 1999. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Mongoose Publishing Jeremiah
(d20) Jeremiah (MINT/New) Manufacturer: Mongoose Publishing Product Line: Jeremiah (d20)
Type: Hardcover Code: MGP1600 Copyright Date: 2005 Author: K. Scot Agnew Page Count: 256
Please review the condition and any condition notes for the exact condition of this item. All pictures
are stock photos. The condition of the item you will receive is MINT/New. Our grading system is
explained in the terms of sale section of our bookseller page. Please feel free to contact us with any
questions. Product Description: âIt's been 15 years since a strange disease wiped out all of the
adults and left us kids to fend for ourselves. Now I am moving ahead, through the past.â From the
award-winning pen of J. Michael Straczynski comes Jeremiah, a gritty tale of life and survival in a
terrifying post-apocalyptic nightmare. Utilizing the Open Gaming License, this exciting roleplaying
game details the characters and rich background from the critically acclaimed television series.
Fifteen years after a mysterious disease called The Big Death wiped out everyone over the age of
puberty, a loner named Jeremiah, joined by his cynical friend Kurdy and new mysterious traveler
Mister Smith, makes his way...
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ReviewsReviews

Very helpful to all of group of men and women. It can be writter in easy terms instead of confusing. You will like how the writer write this book.
-- Dr. Daren Mitchell PhD-- Dr. Daren Mitchell PhD

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Ken Watsica-- Ken Watsica
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